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Abstract. Setting an upper limit or detection of B-mode polarization imprinted by gravi-
tational waves from Inflation is one goal of modern large angular scale cosmic microwave
background (CMB) experiments around the world. A great effort is being made in the deploy-
ment of many ground-based, balloon-borne and satellite experiments, using different methods
to separate this faint polarized component from the incoming radiation. QUBIC exploits one
of the most widely-used techniques to extract the input Stokes parameters, consisting in a
rotating half-wave plate (HWP) and a linear polarizer to separate and modulate polarization
components. QUBIC uses a step-by-step rotating HWP, with 15◦ steps, combined with a
0.4◦s−1 azimuth sky scan speed. The rotation is driven by a stepper motor mounted on the
cryostat outer shell to avoid heat load at internal cryogenic stages. The design of this optical
element is an engineering challenge due to its large 370mm diameter and the 8K operation
temperature that are unique features of the QUBIC experiment. We present the design for a
modulator mechanism for up to 370mm, and the first optical tests by using the prototype of
QUBIC HWP (180mm diameter). The tests and results presented in this work show that
the QUBIC HWP rotator can achieve a precision of 0.15◦ in position by using the stepper
motor and custom-made optical encoder. The rotation induces < 5.0mW (95% C.L) of power
load on the 4K stage, resulting in no thermal issues on this stage during measurements.

mailto:giuseppe.dalessandro@uniroma1.it
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We measure a temperature settle-down characteristic time of 28 s after a rotation through a
15◦ step, compatible with the scanning strategy, and we estimate a maximum temperature
gradient within the HWP of ≤ 10mK. This was calculated by setting up finite element thermal
simulations that include the temperature profiles measured during the rotator operations. We
report polarization modulation measurements performed at 150GHz, showing a polarization
efficiency > 99% (68% C.L.) and a median cross-polarization χPol of 0.12%, with 71% of
detectors showing a χPol + 2σ upper limit < 1%, measured using selected detectors that had
the best signal-to-noise ratio.

Keywords: CMBR detectors, CMBR experiments, CMBR polarisation, gravitational waves
and CMBR polarization
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1 Introduction

The Q&U Bolometric Interferometer for Cosmology (QUBIC) is a ground-based experiment
which aims to measure the polarization of the cosmic microwave background (CMB). QUBIC
uses bolometric interferometry, a novel concept that combines the calibration control and
beam synthesis capabilities of interferometers with bolometric detectors. The main goal of the
QUBIC instrument is to improve current constraints on a characteristic polarization pattern
hidden in the CMB, known as the primordial B-mode polarization [1]. This component
is believed to have been imprinted via non isotropic Thompson scattering induced in the
primordial plasma perturbed by inflationary gravitational waves. The tensor-to-scalar ratio r,
which measures the relationship between the amplitudes of the power spectrum of tensor and
scalar fluctuations, is generally used as the observable and to date only an upper limit of
r < 0.036 at 95% confidence has been set in Ade et al. [2]. Stronger upper limits, or robust
detection, must contend with instrumental systematic effects as well as foreground sources of

– 1 –
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emission within our Galaxy. QUBIC is capable of controlling some systematic effects via its
so-called self-calibration procedure [3, 4]. As with every ground-based experiment, due to the
Earth’s atmosphere, QUBIC can only perform sky observations in a few frequency bands, but
it can mitigate this problem by separating the CMB signal from polarized foregrounds via its
spectral-imaging capabilities [5] and [6]. This unique feature of the QUBIC instrument allows
the signal to be extracted in frequency sub-bands within the main bands, with a spectral
resolution of ∆ν/ν ∼ 0.05 [5], helping us to characterize and remove galactic foregrounds.
The optical design of QUBIC, described in details in O’Sullivan et al. [7], is optimized around
its key component, the beam combiner. This is the core of the bolometric interferometer and
it is realized using 400 back-to-back corrugated feedhorns, each pair being coupled with a
controllable blocking blade [8]. The interference pattern produced by the horn array leads to
synthesized images on two orthogonal focal planes tiled with arrays of bolometric detectors.
The capability of excluding single back-to-back horn pairs allows the self-calibration procedure
to be performed [9]. Each array has 1024 transition edge sensors (TES) with a noise equivalent
power (NEP) of 10−16W/

√
Hz described in Piat et al. [10], limited by the cooler microphonics.

Two frequency bands are selected using a dichroic filter, which reflects radiation at 220 GHz
and transmits radiation at 150 GHz onto the two focal planes.

Many techniques have been developed to measure the weak polarized signal coming
from the cosmological microwave radiation, for example the BICEP experiment [11] uses
pair-differencing of polarization sensitive detectors together with boresight rotation of the
whole experiment. New strategies have been developed, such as for the PIXIE experiment [12]
which simultaneously measures the polarization and spectrum of the CMB. In QUBIC,
polarization measurement is done using a polarimeter [13], as it is in MAXIPOL [14].

The QUBIC polarimeter is composed of a retarder plate, a half-wave plate (HWP), which
induces a phase shift between the two orthogonal polarization components, coupled with a
linear polarizer that is used as polarization selector. By rotating the HWP, it is possible
to modulate the Stokes vector components. This polarization modulation methodology is
used by a large number of CMB experiments: MAXIPOL [14], EBEX [15], SPIDER [16],
LSPE [17] and [18] and ACT-Pol [19], among others.

In this paper, we report on the design and the performance of the cryogenic polarimeter
developed for the QUBIC experiment. In section 2 we make a comparison with other
experiments to point out the novelty of the system. Section 3 shows the scanning strategy and
instrumental constraints, while section 4 describes the mechanism that allows for rotation at
cryogenic temperatures. Section 5 shows the custom-built absolute encoder used to recover the
HWP orientation. In section 6 we report on all the mechanical tests that were performed in
order to improve the mechanics of the device before its implementation in the QUBIC cryostat.
The first tests in the cryostat are also described in this section. Sections 7 to 9 describe the
optical and thermal performances of the system. The current version of the experiment is a
Technological Demonstrator Instrument (TD), described in Torchinsky et al. [20], composed
of a reduced array of 64 back-to-back feed-horns, one-quarter of the 150 GHz detector array,
and HWP with a reduced diameter with respect to the one which will be used in the Full
Instrument (FI).

2 Comparison with other experiments

The use of a Stokes polarimeter composed by a retarder plus a polarizer is a standard strategy
for polarization measurement. The equation for the signal from a polarimeter that uses a

– 2 –
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Experiment frequency clear aperture �[mm] HWP temp.
QUBIC 1/85 s 370 <10 K

SPIDER [25] 1/day 305 <10 K
EBEX [21] <2 Hz 100 <10 K
PILOT [26] 1/11.4 s 50 <10 K

BLAST-POL [27] >1/6 s 105 120 K
POLARBEAR [28, 29] >2 Hz 440 50 K
ACT-POL (ABS) [22] 2.5 Hz 324 Room temp.

NIKA [23, 30] 3 Hz 100 Room temp.
NIKA2 [24, 30] ∼ 3 Hz 200 Room temp.

Table 1. Experiments equipped with a HWP to modulate the input polarization, ordered by
operating temperature.

rotating HWP allows us to separate the first three components of the Stokes vector T, Q,
and U:

I = 1
2 [T +Q cos(4θ) + U sin(4θ)] . (2.1)

The HWP can rotate continuously or step-by-step, depending on the experiment scanning
strategy. MAXIPOL [14] and, a few years later, EBEX [21] were the first experiments to use
a continuously rotating HWP located in the optical systems aperture stop. The aperture
stop, however, was not the first element along the optical path. ABS [22], NIKA [23] and
NIKA2 [24] placed a continuously rotating HWP between the sky and the instrument in order
to modulate only the sky polarization. SPIDER [25] and QUBIC place the HWP skyward, to
not modulate instrumental spurious polarization, and at a cryogenic temperature, to reduce
the polarized emission of the HWP. Both SPIDER and QUBIC modulate the sky by moving
the instrument, in addition to the HWP modulation. The QUBIC final instrument mount
also allows a boresight rotation of ± 15°, and so combines the advantages of using HWP and
boresight rotation. In table 1 many experiments which used/use1 a HWP are listed. The
table shows that when fully implemented QUBIC-FI will have the largest clear aperture for
its strategy and temperature of operation. In QUBIC-TD the clear aperture is only 180 mm,
but it is implemented with a 370 mm rotational mechanism.

2.1 Similarities and novelty

During the design phase, it was decided to use a mix of established technologies for the HWP
mechanics, such as those adopted by the PILOT [26] and the EBEX [31] experiments. This
design was selected as a faster and more reliable design option, without the amount of R&D
needed for a cryogenic continuously rotating HWP.

There are a few similarities between the QUBIC, EBEX and PILOT polarization
modulation units. All use a fiberglass shaft to transmit the torque from the outer shell of
the cryostat to the cryogenic stage below 10 K. While PILOT rotates a small diameter HWP
with an endless screw, QUBIC and EBEX have a stainless steel and a kevlar belt, respectively.
As for the bearing, EBEX has a superconducting levitating rotor and the belt is used only

1Only experiments deployed already are shown in the table 1.

– 3 –
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to transmit the torque at the beginning after which the rotor is free to spin with very low
friction. In QUBIC, the belt actuates the rotation of each step.

Both QUBIC and EBEX has passive control of differential thermal contractions, see
sections 4.2 and 4.3, which are not used in PILOT. QUBIC differs from SPIDER in the
position of the stepper motor: in SPIDER the motor is placed at the cryogenic stage, having
the advantage of using a short shaft to transmit the torque and the disadvantage of increasing
the power load on the cryogenic stage due to the motor rotation. SPIDER, like PILOT, uses
an endless screw to rotate the HWP while QUBIC uses a pulley plus belt system allowing to
rotate the HWP.

3 Strategy and requirements

QUBIC will observe a sky patch at mid galactic latitudes in the southern hemisphere, that has
an extent of 35° in azimuth and 40° in elevation, and that includes the BICEP2 region (RA
= 0°, dec = −57°) and the Planck clean field (RA = 8.7°, dec = −41.7°). QUBIC will scan
the sky by moving in azimuth at a speed of 0.4°/s and will change the HWP position after
each scan. In addition to the time required to perform a complete azimuthal scan (85 s), ∼ 5 s
more are required to decelerate the mount and change direction, adding 2.5° to the azimuth
scan. Since the slewing time is spent out of the main sky-patch, the observed sky is composed
of the main patch plus a slewing patch. QUBIC will use the slewing time to step the HWP
angle by 15°. The HWP angular precision requirement has been determined by dedicated
simulations which confirm results showed in Buzzelli et al. [32], Aumont et al. [33] and Pagano
et al. [34], setting the requirement to <0.2° due to E→B level of contamination that must
match the QUBIC intended limits on r. Once the azimuth scans have been performed at
each HWP nominal position (0°, 15°, 30°, 45°, 60°, 75°, 90°), the elevation of the alt-azimuth
mount is changed. While the main patch is observed with a nominal orientation of the HWP,
the slewing patch is observed while the HWP is moving, performing a 15° step. QUBIC will
also spend part of its observing time performing self-calibration as in Bigot-Sazy et al. [9].
This procedure, combined with the possibility of rotating the instrument around its optical
axis (boresight axis), helps monitor systematic effects. Its systematic error control and TES
sensitivity [10] will allow the QUBIC FI to put an upper limit on the tensor-to-scalar ratio of
r < 0.013 [1] at 95% CL assuming two years of integration, a 30% efficiency that is related to
the observational site, and a 50% duty cycle between observations and self-calibration.

Rotating a large optical element at cryogenic temperatures is not easy because of the
increased friction between two co-moving parts. Moreover, different materials, typically used
in rotating bearings for instance, contract differently during the cool-down. A problem related
to the rotation is the thermal load dissipated by the rotation itself. A temperature gradient
across the HWP arises due to a combination of the frictional power load dissipated during
the rotation and the thermal conductivity between the HWP and its cryogenic stage (4 K for
QUBIC [35]). This gradient, before and after the rotation, should be stable to a mK level.
Another issue caused by the friction is the heating of the cryogenic stage where the HWP is
placed: the cool-down time of the stage has to be lower than the HWP stepping period.

A possible solution to minimize these effects is to implement a levitating HWP (adopted
by experiments such as EBEX [21, 31] and LiteBIRD [36, 37]). In this configuration the
HWP is held by a permanent magnet ring which levitates above a superconductor and can
therefore spin continuously with very low friction.

– 4 –
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The QUBIC HWP rotator has been designed to satisfy these requirements:

• speed > 3°/s; from slewing 15° in the 5 sec turnaround time for the azimuth scans

• orientation accuracy <0.2°; from E->B contamination,

• thermal load lower than 10 mW at the operating temperature; from experiment thermal
budget, see section 2.3.2 in Masi et al. [35]

• 4 K stage settle-down time, after one HWP rotation, of <85 s.

4 Mechanical implementation

The QUBIC cryostat, described in Masi et al. [35], figure 1, is composed of three temperature
stages: the vacuum shell at room temperature, the 40 K shield, and the 4 K shield. The
internal shields are cooled by means of two parallel pulse tube cryocoolers. The vacuum shell
is 1.5 m tall and 1.4 m diameter aluminum cylinder with an ultra-high molecular weight
(UHMW) [38] polyethylene window followed by two infrared (IR) filters. There are three IR
filters along the light path at the 40 K shield, which is separated from the vacuum shell by
30 super insulation layers. There is one reflecting metal mesh filter and one absorptive low
pass filter with a 12 cm−1 roll off frequency at the 4 K shield. Below this last filter, there is
the HWP and the polarizer. The temperature reached by the upper part of the 4 K shield is
always between 8 and 10 K. Inside the 4 K shield there are two adsorption refrigerators: a
He4 adsorption refrigerator, which cools down the optics box and the back to back horn array
to 1 K, and a He7 adsorption refrigerator, which cools down the detectors to ∼ 340 mK.

The two mirrors make the system a Fizeau interferometer coupled with the sky with the
back-to-back horn array. Each horn aperture is the aperture stop of the experiment and they
are placed 82.3 mm from the HWP and at 324 mm from the window.

Figure 2 shows a 3D CAD model of the cryogenic HWP rotator. It is placed at the top of
the 4 K stage, after the IR blocker filters, as described in Masi et al. [35]. The most important
components are the transmission system, the pulley system and the HWP support. The
rotation is produced by an external stepper motor, placed on the top of the cryostat vacuum
shell. It is transmitted to the HWP, on the top of the 4 K stage, through two magnetic joints
and a fiberglass tube shaft combined with a system of pulleys and a stainless steel belt. All
the parts composing the rotator are described in details in the following subsections.

4.1 Motor and transmission

In order to reduce the thermal load at the cryogenic stage where the HWP is placed, the
motor is placed outside the vacuum vessel at room temperature. The stepper motor is a
Sonceboz 6600-30 Hybrid stepper motor, 1.8° per step and ∼ 2 N m torque. The transmission
ratio between the motor and the HWP support is determined by the pulleys and allows us to
move the HWP by 0.003° per motor step. Since the motor is placed outside the vacuum vessel,
we use two magnetic joints to transfer the rotation from the motor to the solid cylindrical
shaft, which is made of G-10 and is 10 mm diameter, 140 mm in length and 1 mm thick. This
transmits the rotation from the motor, at room temperature, to the transmission belt, at the
4 K stage. The measured thermal load due to the shaft is a few mW.

The transmission belt is a stainless steel braid, ∼ 1.4 m long and 0.6 mm wide. It
surrounds the HWP support ring and the pulley system. In a previous version of the design a

– 5 –
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Figure 1. Schematic of the QUBIC instrument (left) and sectional cut of the cryostat (right) showing
the same sub-systems in their real configuration.

Figure 2. Left: rendering of the HWP rotator mechanism. Right: thermalization system: the fixed
copper pads are connected to the rotating ones with flexible copper braids.

kevlar belt was used, but after several tests in liquid nitrogen the kevlar belt was replaced by
a stainless steel one due to its lower differential thermal contraction with respect to aluminum
which is the main material used for the rotation mechanism.

4.2 Pulley system

The pulley system is composed of two aluminum pulleys which help the belt transmit the
rotation from the motor to the HWP support. The first pulley, figure 3, is directly connected
to the fiberglass shaft. In the first test at liquid nitrogen temperature we noticed that the
friction between the belt and this pulley was so small that during the rotation the belt slipped
in its groove in the pulley. To improve the friction, the pulley was shaped with a helicoid
groove in order to make the belt perform at least three revolutions around the pulley. The
second pulley, also called the stretch-pulley, is mounted on a spring-loaded sliding support
that acts as a tensioner. The pulley is in equilibrium between the belt and the spring tensions.
From the differential thermal contraction point-of-view, the belt contracts more than the
other parts. The stretch-pulley aims to recover all the differential contractions between the
belt and the other parts. We tuned the spring tension during the test in liquid nitrogen (77 K)
and details of this procedure are reported in section 6.1.
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Figure 3. The first pulley has been shaped with a helicoid groove, 1.5 mm step, to make the belt
perform at least three revolutions around the pulley.

In section 6 we show how the proper operation of the stretch-pulley was verified while it
was operating inside the cryostat. Similar care is taken in EBEX [21], where a kevlar belt,
instead of stainless steel one, is used to transmit the rotation while the HWP is suspended on
magnetic bearings, instead of classic thrust bearings.

4.3 HWP support

The HWP support is a ring-shaped aluminum flange suspended by three hourglass-shaped
bearings made of stainless steel, shown in figure 4 (right). The HWP diameter for the
TD is 180 mm, while for the FI it will be ∼ 370 mm. The aluminum flange profile has
been manufactured with a half-circle shape to produce less friction with the bearings. The
hourglasses are squeezed by a couple of thrust bearings fixed with belleville spring washers to
leave them free to contract and to prevent them from getting stuck, as shown in the right
panel of figure 4. We regulate the spring washer tension at 77 K in order to have smooth
rotation and reduce friction inside the bearings.

An important part of the HWP support is the clamping system, shown in figure 4 (left):
it is not possible to clamp the HWP directly on the aluminum ring flange because they are
made of different materials. The HWP is a 4.1 mm polypropylene disk that has an expansion
coefficient greater than the aluminum. In order to prevent internal stresses and changes in its
geometry at cryogenic temperature, the HWP was mounted inside a PEEK2 ring. At 10 K the
relative thermal contractions of polypropylene [39] and [40], PEEK [40] and aluminum3 are
1.1%, 1.2% and 0.4% respectively. The PEEK ring is fixed to the aluminum ring with four
stainless steel spheres. The spheres allow a floating contact only in the direction corresponding
to the polarizer transmission axis, preventing variations in the orientation angle while the
device is rotating.

4.3.1 HWP thermalization
The thermalization of the HWP and its support is not possible using rigid conductors because
it rotates with respect to other mechanical parts. We used 14 flexible copper braids between
the HWP support and the nearest fixed ring. They guarantee a total thermal conductivity of
46 mW K−1 at 8 K. Other copper braids surround the HWP support to guarantee homogeneity.

2https://www.victrex.com/-/media/downloads/datasheets/victrex_tds_450fe20.pdf.
3https://trc.nist.gov/cryogenics/materials/6061%20Aluminum/6061_T6Aluminum_rev.htm.
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Figure 4. Left: the HWP clamping system is composed of a PEEK ring, shown in blue, floating on
an aluminum ring using 4 spheres. Right: an hourglass bearing section help to minimize friction with
the HWP support. The thrust bearings are squeezed with belleville washers to leave them free to
contract. The HWP support is suspended by three such hourglasses equally spaced by 120°.

All the copper braids end with an oxygen-free high-conductivity (OFHC) copper pad fixed
with silver glue.

The thermalization system is shown in figure 2. During cool-down in nitrogen, see
section 6, we measured a temperature gradient of less than 0.1 K between the stator and the
rotor. We repeated the measurement for several positions with the same results.

5 Position read-out

The optical encoder, already used in PILOT [26], allows the 90° of rotation to be separated
into seven positions, equally spaced by 15°. The readout system is composed of a custom
optical encoder, where three pairs of optical fibers face each other, and each pair transmits
modulated IR light. The absolute encoder is made of a precisely manufactured metal plate
where binary-coded pattern of holes, 2 mm in diameter, define seven positions. The holes
were machined with <5 µm precision in positioning, diameter, and hole pattern alignment.
The alignment of the plate with the optical fiber support determines the orientation accuracy
of the rotation system.

5.1 Electronics

The electronics are used to recover the rotator position by reading the signals from the optical
fibers of the absolute encoder. The signal is first generated by an oscillator, mounted on a
printed circuit board (PCB), and it is then converted into IR signals by three transmitters
which are directly connected to the three primary optical fibers. The signal passes from the
three primary fibers to the three secondary ones once the fibers and the holes patterns on the
gearwheel are aligned. The signal from the secondary fibers is detected by three photodiodes
and amplified using lock-in amplifiers. The combination of the signals from these lock-in
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amplifiers is used to recover the HWP orientation according to eq. (5.1):

Pos =
N=2∑
N=0

BitN · 2N BitN = 0, 1 (5.1)

where the variable BitN is equal to zero or one, depending on whether the light is interrupted
or transmitted, respectively.

The transmitters’4 wavelength of operation is tuned to 820 nm by maximising the signal
amplitude. The signal transmitted to the fibers is modulated at 1 kHz by the oscillator and is
in the end extracted from uncorrelated noise by a custom synchronous demodulator based
on AD630 lock-in amplifiers. The use of lock-in demodulation is necessary because of the
significant light loss from the gap of about 7 mm between the primary and the secondary
fibers and the resulting reduction in the signal to noise ratio. The signals from the lock-in
amplifiers are processed by a custom firmware running on a Raspberry Pi35 (RbPi), which
recovers the HWP position by continuously reading the lock-in signals. The RbPi also controls
the stepper motor, rotating the HWP in accordance with the scan strategy on the sky. The
transmitters and the photodiodes are housed in an electronics box on a bracket inside the
300 K vacuum shield while the PCB, the motor drive system and the RbPi are placed in an
external electronic box.

5.2 Control software
The firmware was developed in Python6 and runs continuously on the RbPi. A user datagram
protocol (UDP) is used to communicate between QUBIC-studio [20] and the RbPi. QUBIC-
studio is an interface system used to control each individual subsystem of the experiment.
A connection is established when the RbPi is turned on and it is controlled by a watchdog
every minute. When the connection is established, the RbPi remains on hold until it receives
a command from QUBIC-studio. The core of the firmware consists of three main functions
which allows us to calibrate the rotator in terms of the number of motor steps needed to
reach each position and to move the rotator according to the scanning strategy:

• HOME: Find the 1st position at θ = 0° from any starting position

• CAL #: Performs # scans counting the number of motor steps to reach the nominal
positions

• GOTO #: Moves the rotator to the position number # (# ranges between 1 and 7)

The HOME function is necessary since the HWP rotator is located on the top of the 4 K
stage and it is not visible. The only way to test the rotator operation is through the position
readout system which provides the HWP orientation when the optical fibers and the hole
patterns on the gearwheel align. The CAL function calibrates the number of motor steps that
the rotator needs to take to reach the nominal positions. Given the reproducibility of the
motor steps measured during calibrations at 8 K, as it is reported in section 6.2. Counting of
the motor steps allows the HWP to be moved to intermediate positions, allowing us to acquire
data between HWP nominal positions, providing a better estimate of the Stokes parameters
from the measured polarization modulation curve.

4AVAGO Technologies model HFBR-1412TMZ.
5https://www.raspberrypi.org.
6https://www.python.org.
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After calibration of the number of motor steps, the HWP position can be changed with
a series of GOTO commands. The integration time on each single position is determined
by the scanning strategy. Minor functions are called within the three main functions to set
basic rotation parameters, such as its direction and velocity, which are optimized for the
scanning strategy.

6 Mechanical test

The HWP rotator has been tested under several conditions: at room temperature on an
optical bench mainly for the firmware debugging [6], in liquid nitrogen in order to fine tune
the strecth-pulley tension at a temperature close to its final working temperature, and, finally,
in its cryostat at a temperature of 8 K.

During room temperature calibrations, we measured the HWP tilt angle with respect to
the optical axis with a Mitutoyo micrometer position sensor. The measurements are repeated
at different HWP nominal positions. The planarity of the HWP support was measured as
well, to disentangle the contribution to the HWP tilt produced by a non-flat HWP support.
These two measurements permitted to retrieve a total wobbling angle less than 0.1°, limiting
the related systematic effect as described in D’Alessandro et al. [41]. Details of the rotator
performance during the last two test phases are reported in the sections below.

6.1 Liquid nitrogen

In order to verify the correct functionality at low temperatures, the rotator was cooled to
liquid nitrogen temperature (77 K). The tests were performed in a big insulated tank, made
of aluminum walls with an insulating foam core, filled with liquid nitrogen. The upper part
of the tank was made of plexiglass allowing visual inspection and hand-tensioning of the
stretch-pulley at a temperature of 77 K. This calibration should guarantee proper functioning
at ∼ 8 K since the thermal contraction of the aluminum parts stabilizes below ∼ 100 K [42].
These tests were useful to understand the behaviour of the rotator in a cryogenic environment
and allowed its performance to be improved by upgrading two mechanical aspects:

• the kevlar transmission belt has been replaced with one made of stainless steel,

• the shape of the first pulley has been changed in order to improve the friction between
the pulley and the belt.

By using different magnetic joints we measured a torque of ∼ 0.1 N m to rotate the device at
77 K. In a worst case scenario where all the power needed to perform the rotation is dissipated
by friction, the thermal load due to the rotation is 2.6 mW moving the HWP at 7.5°/s.

6.2 QUBIC cryostat

After the preliminary tests and mechanical improvements described so far, the rotator was
installed in its nominal location inside the QUBIC cryostat. Two thermometers were placed
on the HWP support ring and near the HWP for temperature monitoring. During the tests,
the thermometers measured an equilibrium temperature of about 8 K, as reported in figure 7.
The tests were performed by moving the HWP to the 7 nominal positions in steps of 15°,
with the rotator velocity set to 7.5°/s.

The number of motor steps and the rotator position were acquired automatically by the
RbPi and are reported in figure 5 (top), where 10 clockwise rotations performed at cryogenic
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Figure 5. Top panel: number of motor steps with respect to the rotator positions, with corresponding
linear fits acquired during 10 clockwise calibrations performed at 8 K inside the QUBIC cryostat.
Bottom panel: residuals between the data and their average at each HWP position, reported in terms
of motor steps and rotation angles for the 2nd, 3rd and 4th nominal positions as representative cases
(from top to bottom sub-panels) from 10 clockwise calibrations.

temperatures are shown, together with the corresponding linear fits. In the same figure we
show a close-up of the data around the 3rd position to better highlight the reproducibility
in positioning. The bottom panel of figure 5 shows the residuals between the motor steps
needed to reach positions 2, 3 and 4 (from top to bottom sub-panels) and their mean value.
The absolute value of the measured fluctuations are always < 100 motor steps (<0.3°) with
a root mean square (rms) value < 50 motor steps (<0.15°). About 100 motor steps (0.3°)
of backlash were detected during the first cryogenic calibration measurements at the end
positions 1 and 7, when the rotation is reversed. This effect is produced by the steel belt that
was not tightened sufficiently. The effect is negligible if the rotator is moved to the nominal
positions only, since in this case the positioning is independently provided by the readout
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system, with a precision on the HWP orientation driven by the 3-bit hole alignment with
the series of optical fibers. We neglect this effect as the data showed here were acquired at
nominal positions only.

The size of each of the 7 nominal positions is measured by counting the number of motor
steps taken during the time that the optical fiber signal can travel through the 3-bit holes,
before further rotation takes them out of alignment. The average value of the size of the
nominal positions has been measured to be 0.2° – 0.3°, depending on the hole combination
defining the position. To be conservative, we can assume that the error made on the orientation
at the nominal positions is approximately half of the position size, ≤ 0.15°. This systematic
error in positioning is comparable to the root mean square of the motor step fluctuations
in the bottom panel of figure 5, extrapolated over several rotations. The backlash, if not
quantified, is a potential source of error when the rotator is moved to any position which
lies between the nominal ones, since they cannot be independently provided by the readout
system and can only be extrapolated by counting motor steps. Position data taken in this
configuration are affected by a global shift that can be quantified from the rotator calibration
data, since the rotator works in a linear regime once the backlash is recovered. By fitting
the rotator calibration data, and discarding the first few degrees of rotation affected by the
backlash, a correction can be applied to the data thereby minimizing the source of error.

The measurements reported are representative cases, the same performance is achieved
for the counterclockwise rotation and at all the nominal positions.

7 Thermal performance

The HWP rotation is transmitted to the HWP support ring with the friction generated in the
transmission chain. Power is lost due to friction in the transmission of motion between the
motor and the HWP; this power is dissipated in the form of heat, producing heating of the
cryogenic stage.

In figure 6 we show the 4 K filter temperature behaviour while the HWP is moving
position by position. During regular scans, the motion of the mechanism produces typical 4 K
filter temperature fluctuations of <5 mK rms that is correlated with the motion, while all the
other thermometers are insensitive to this motion.

HWP heating impacts the detector sensitivity: the higher the temperature, the larger
the power emitted and therefore the larger the thermal background on the focal plane. Due to
the high emissivity of the HWP (∼ 3%) relative to filters and other optical elements (� 1%)
it is important to keep its temperature low [43]. In this section the thermal effect of the
rotation is analyzed by means of data acquired by a thermometer mounted near the HWP
(Thermometer 2 in figure 2). Since a direct measurement of the HWP temperature is not
easy to achieve, i.e. de Bernardis et al. [44], we use a finite element analysis to calculate a
maximum temperature gradient inside the HWP.

7.1 Characteristic time constant and heating during operation

Due to the heat produced by friction during its rotation, the rotor heats up from its equilibrium
temperature, producing a temperature that varies as a function of time T (t). In order to
understand the temperature behaviour of the rotating components, the rotator position was
changed sequentially, from the 1st to the 7th, and then directly back to position 1. Each
rotation is performed every ∼ 15 min while the whole test lasts more than half a day. A
thermometer (Lakeshore DT-670, thermometer 2 in figure 2) was connected to the aluminium
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Figure 6. Temperature measured by the thermometer mounted on the 4 K filter, which is closest
to the HWP rotation mechanism, compared with the HWP position during the movement of the
mechanism (Masi et al. [35]).

bearing of the HWP. During these scans the thermometer mounted on the 4 K filter stage
close to the rotator does not measure any significant variation. The temperature TB ∼ 8 K
of the stage is therefore assumed to be a constant. The top panel of figure 7 shows the
thermometer 2 temperature detected close to the HWP (continuous black line) taken during
two sample scans while the bottom panel shows the position data read by the absolute encoder.
The change of the HWP position is related to a jump in the temperature profile, which quickly
reaches a temperature T ∗ and, after the position is reached, starts to drop down again with
an exponential decay. We analyzed the long term variation of the rotator temperature using
a linear fit performed over a long acquisition time (∼ 15 h). This linear fit (black dashed line
in the top panel of figure 7) has a slope of −1.03 mK h−1 ± 0.03 mK h−1 which means that
the rotator is not heating up during the scans but is still being slowly cooled down by the
pulse tubes.

The thermal model which describes the cool-down of the rotator after the heating induced
by the motion follows the thermodynamic equation:

C
d[T (t)− TB]

dt
= −K[T (t)− TB] (7.1)

where C is the heat capacity of the rotator and K is the thermal conductivity multiplied by
the separation distance between the rotator and the 4 K stage. Data were interpolated using
the following exponential solution:

T (t)− TB = C∗e−
Kt
C (7.2)

where C∗ is related to the temperature rise induced by the rotation and τ = C
K is the

characteristic time constant.
Since the scanning strategy for QUBIC involves moving the HWP from one position to

the next (i.e. position-by-position from 1 to 7, and then back again to position 1 in the same
sense), the small temperature jumps are the most representative for the thermal behaviour of
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Figure 7. Top panels: temperature of the HWP aluminum bearing (black continuous line) and the
linear fit (black dashed line) to the temperature over a long acquisition time (∼ 15 h) which has a
slope of −1.03 mK h−1 ± 0.03 mK h−1. On the right panel the orange line represents the exponential
fit (eq. (7.1)) of the first temperature step. Central panels: finite element simulation for the HWP
temperature. The continuous line shows the external side of the HWP that is directly in contact with
the PEEK ring; the dashed line shows the temperature in the central part of the HWP. We assume
the upper part of the PEEK ring has the same temperature as the aluminum bearing shown by the
continuous line in the top panel. Bottom panels: the HWP position read by the absolute encoder.

the rotation system. A weighted average of the time constants obtained (∼ 40 fits for 8 scans)
provides the best value of τ = 28.6 s± 0.6 s.

During rotation, eq. (7.1) becomes:

C
d[T (t)− TB]

dt
= −K[T (t)− TB] + Q̇M (7.3)

where Q̇M is the heating power induced by the rotation. In principle this value depends on
the rotation speed which is kept approximately constant during this test. The solution of the
thermal equation is:

T (t)− TB = C∗e−
Kt
C + Q̇M

K
(7.4)

The average heating caused by a single step of the rotator is ∆T = 33±7 mK, a small variation
with respect to the equilibrium temperature. The estimated power load is Q̇M = 2± 1.5 mW,
found by the fit offset and by assuming K = 46 mW K−1 (see subsection 4.3.1). This value
is compatible with the upper limit estimated during the nitrogen tests (section 6.1) and,
if needed, the power dissipated could be reduced by lowering (via software) the speed of
the rotator.
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horn distance to center [mm] ∆T[mK] ∆P [10−15 W]
central 9.9 0.04 0.08
middle 29.7 0.23 0.43
edge 69.3 1.3 2.00

Table 2. The effect of rotating the HWP, in terms of temperature and power gradient, for three
selected horns: one placed near the center, one in the middle, and one near the edge of the HWP. The
power gradient integrated over the band is also reported.

7.1.1 HWP temperature
In order to determine the temperature of the HWP, we set up a finite element thermal model
(FEM) in COMSOL Multiphysics.7 The PEEK ring which houses the HWP is heated up with
the measured temperature profile (top panel of figure 7) and the thermal contact with the
HWP is assumed to be perfect. The HWP was assumed to be made of polypropylene and its
thermal capacity and specific heat as a function of temperature were obtained from Barucci
et al. [39] and Runyan et al. [45]. We have also taken into account the radiation heat load
produced by the 8.5 K filters which was absorbed by the HWP with an absorption coefficient
ξ = 0.03. The middle panel of figure 7 shows the expected temperature of the HWP at its
center and edge, close to the PEEK ring.

During the whole operation seen in figure 7, the maximum temperature gradient between
these two points is 10 mK. The HWP is placed 82.3 mm above the system aperture stop [7]
therefore, given their beam size, different horns observe different 34 mm portions of the HWP
surface. We evaluated the temperature and power gradient seen by a single horn by convolving
its main beam with the temperature profile obtained using the FEM simulation. In table 2 are
reported the peak to peak HWP temperature variations (∆T ) in the spots seen by different
horns, and the corresponding power variations (∆P ) after integration over the band pass
filter in front of the detector. The power variations can be compared with the detectors
NEP' 0.1× 10−15W/

√
Hz.

In figure 8 the three horns are shown in blue (the central one), red (an edge one) and
green (a middle one). The three horns represent the best, the worst, and an intermediate
scenario in terms of power gradient over the aperture plane.

During the calibration phase no effect was seen on the detectors while the HWP was
rotating. This was because of a neutral density filter placed after the back-to-back horn array
(see section 9), which had a transmissivity of 0.09. During sky observations, we expect to see
steps and settling in the detector time-ordered data and plan to filter these features by means
of decorrelation from a common mode template.

8 Optical properties

The QUBIC polarimeter is composed of a polypropylene meta-material HWP, i.e. Pisano
et al. [46], followedby a polarizer made of copper strips deposited on a mylar substrate. In
the QUBIC-TD the HWP and the polarizer have a reduced diameter with respect to the
FI configuration, 180 mm and 370 mm respectively. The HWP and the polarizer have been
characterized with dedicated laboratory measurements by the Astronomy Instrumentation
Group (AIG) in Cardiff by using a vector network analyzer (VNA). In this section we

7https://www.comsol.com.
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Figure 8. Illumination of the HWP by the horn array. The distance between the HWP and the horn
apertures is 82.3 mm. The footprint of selected horns, a central, middle and edge one, are colored blue,
green and red, respectively. The full width at half maximum of the beam, 15° [8], illuminates a disk
with diameter 34 mm.

construct a model for the modulation at a single frequency of 150 GHz. This model is used in
the following section to reconstruct the input Stokes vector and to evaluate the instrumental
cross-polarization (χPol).

8.1 A model for the QUBIC-TD polarimeter

We consider a VNA that illuminates a HWP with fully linearly polarized light at different
frequencies. By measuring the transmitted intensity at different HWP rotation angles (0°,
45° and 90° with respect to the HWP C-axis8) we give the transmission Jones matrix at
150 GHz [47]:

JHWP =
[

0.9584 9.9 · 10−5

7.2 · 10−5 −0.9589 + 0.02j

]
.

The corresponding Mueller matrix can then be obtained from:

Mij = 1
2 tr(σi · J · σj · J

†) (8.1)

where σn (n = [0, . . . , 3]) are Pauli matrices such as Anderson [48]. The HWP Muller matrix is:

MHWP =


MTT MTQ MTU MTV

MTQ MQQ MQU MQV

MTU MQU MUU MUV

MTV MQV MUV MV V

 =


0.92 −1.99 · 10−4 < 10−7 < 10−6

−1.99 · 10−4 0.92 1.91 · 10−4 < 10−7

< 10−7 1.91 · 10−4 −0.92 −2.4 · 10−2

< 10−6 < 10−7 2.4 · 10−2 −0.92

 .
The polarizer is a 10 µm period lithographically etched copper wire device. The ‘wires’

are 5 µm wide and 400 nm thick; the substrate is 1.9 µm-thick mylar. The mylar optical
8The meta-material HWP is characterized by a Lerner-type geometry (described in Pisano et al. [47]) where

capacitive and inductive elements are ortoghonal. The C-axis is the axis parallel to the capacitive one.
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parameters at 150 GHz are: n = 1.830 + 0.03i, ε = 3.35, tan δ = 10−4, such as Wentworth et
al. [49]. The Mueller matrix, measured with a VNA, such as for the HWP at 150 GHz, for an
angle of incidence of zero degrees is:

Mpx = 1
2


Px Px 0 0
Px Px 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

 = 1
2


0.9995 0.9995 0 0
0.9995 0.9995 0 0

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

 .
We can now provide the polarimeter model for the QUBIC-TD as follows:

sout = Mpx ·Mrot(θ)−1 ·MHWP ·Mrot(θ) · sin (8.2)

where sin = (T,Q,U, V ) is the input Stokes vector and Mrot(θ) represents rotation by an
angle θ with respect to the optical axis. The first component of sout is the intensity at the
detector, modulated by the HWP orientation θ, see also Bryan et al. [50]:

Ir = 1
2T [MTQPx cos (2θ) +MTTPx −MTUPx sin (2θ)]

+ 1
2Q
{

[MQQPx cos (2θ)−MQUPx sin (2θ) +MTQPx] cos (2θ)

− [MQUPx cos (2θ) +MTUPx −MUUPx sin (2θ)] sin (2θ)
}

+ 1
2U
{

[MQQPx cos (2θ)−MQUPx sin (2θ) +MTQPx] sin (2θ)

+ [MQUPx cos (2θ) +MTUPx −MUUPx sin (2θ)] cos (2θ)
}

+ 1
2V [MQV Px cos (2θ) +MTV Px −MUV Px sin (2θ)] (8.3)

For the purposes of this paper we neglect terms < 10−6 because they are expected to be
below the noise level and χPol. The intensity at the detector becomes:

Ir = Idr + Iodr

= ε · 1
2 [T +Q cos(4θ) + U sin(4θ)] + 1

2Px
[
T (MTQ cos (2θ))

+Q(MTQ cos (2θ)−MQU sin (4θ)) + U(MTQ sin (2θ)−MQU cos (4θ))
− V (MUV sin (2θ))

]
(8.4)

where the intensity, Ir, has been divided into two parts: Idr , comprising the diagonal terms
of the Mueller matrix, and Iodr , comprising the off-diagonal terms grater than 10−6. The
efficiency factor ε = MTTPx = MQQPx = −MUUPx = −MV V Px = 0.92. The Iodr term
modulates all the sin terms: by assuming no circular polarization in the laboratory we can
neglect the last term of (8.4). The remaining part of Iodr is always < 1.99 · 10−4. During the
calibration phase, we used both the model in (8.3) and the term Idr in (8.4) to fit the data,
deriving the same results.

9 Polarization modulation

The QUBIC polarimeter has been tested during a calibration campaign, with the focal plane
cooled to 348 mK and with the HWP rotator at a temperature of 8 K. The measurements
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were performed by setting the calibration source frequency to 150 GHz, where the HWP works
as a 180° phase retarder for the two orthogonal polarizations to within 10−4, as shown in
section 8.1.

The calibration source consists of a 10 GHz synthesizer followed by two multipliers that
increase the operating frequency into the 130-170 GHz band (VDI electronics). The source
waveguide is coupled to a conical corrugated horn using a rectangular-to-circular transition
and is linearly polarized with cross polarization and return loss <−30 dB, such as in Mandelli
et al. [51]. It is modulated at 1 Hz. Although originally developed to work at a distance of
40 m for the FI calibration at the observing site in Argentina, the source was placed 11 m
away from the QUBIC cryostat in the laboratory in APC, Paris, for these calibration tests.
Because of this, the measured signal amplitude during the calibration phase was more than
one order of magnitude higher, resulting in non-linear effects and, in some cases, saturation
of the signal read by the TES detectors. To dampen the source signal, a neutral density filter
(∼ 9% transmissivity) was placed directly after the back-to-back horn array. Nevertheless, a
non-linear correction must be applied to some of the data (see below).

Here we report results from data acquired by the TES detectors, providing polarization
parameters and cumulative distributions of χPol estimates from TESs with signal-to-noise
ratio, S/N > 5.

The time ordered data (TOD) acquired at the seven nominal rotator positions were first
processed using Fourier transforms to calculate power spectra. An exponential fit, applied to
the spectra but excluding the main peak from the 1 Hz modulated input source, was used to
estimate the noise level of each acquisition by integrating over the main band [0.7, 1.3] Hz.
We show in the right panel of figure 9 how the exponential model best fits the acquisition at
the 3rd HWP position, where the signal is at the minimum of the polarization modulation
curve and only the noise contribution is present in the data. Finally, the noise contribution
to the signal was subtracted and used as the uncertainty in the estimated signal. The power
spectrum of each TOD is reported in the left panel of figure 9 with a different color for each
HWP position. In figure 10 we show the final polarization modulation curve estimated with
the procedure described here. Curves from four representative TESs at different locations on
the focal plane are reported. In the same figure, the fit to the data is shown in red. The fit
has been performed with the function:

I = ε · 1
2 [T +Q cos(4θ + φ)] (9.1)

where pure linearly polarized light is assumed as input, but with a still unknown polarization
angle, determined by the experimental setup alignment. An offset on the HWP orientation, φ,
is included in the fit model, providing an equivalent model to eq. (2.1). The detector response
can be included in the fit model in order to treat deviations from the sinusoidal polarization
modulation curve, especially for the estimates of the signals near the peak of the curve, where
the input power is large. To include the detector response, we consider the model:

I ′ = k · tanh(I/k) (9.2)

which grows linearly with the signal in the limit I � k and tends to k for I � k, where I is
the modulated intensity of eq. (9.1) and k is the saturation parameter. Measurements of the
TES linearity were only performed when the polarimeter was not yet assembled within the
QUBIC cryostat, and therefore cannot be included in the data analysis process. Linearity
measurements will be performed again with the inclusion of the half-wave plate polarimeter.
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Figure 9. Left: power spectra of the TOD in arbitrary digital units at each HWP position, shown
using different colors. The spectra at the 3rd HWP position correspond to data close to the minimum
of the polarization modulation curve and are therefore dominated by the noise. Right: power spectrum
of TOD acquired at the 3rd HWP position; the dashed line shows the exponential fit to the data used
for the noise estimation. The calibration source signal emits at 1 Hz as expected, at about 1.7 Hz
the pulse tube signal can be seen in the spectra as a vibration effect on the detectors, and a lower
amplitude calibration source harmonic can be seen at 2 Hz.

We use the eq. (9.1) and (9.2) to model the measured counts as a function of θ, fitting
T , Q and φ for the linear model, and fitting also the k parameter for the non-linear model.
In figure 10 we show the best fit of the two models: the linear TES response (red continuous
line) and the non-linear TES response (blue continuous line). The bottom panels show how
the non-linear model best fits the data collected by non-linear detectors, while it provides
an equivalent model in comparison with the linear model when the detector shows a linear
response (top-left panel).

9.1 χ-polarization
To compute the cross polarization, we follow the definition given by eq. (1) in Ludwig et
al. [52], in which a rectangular coordinate system is defined, where one unit vector is taken as
the direction of the reference polarization, and another as the direction of cross polarization.
Hence, if ~E is the incoming electric field, the reference polarization component of ~E is E · îref
and the cross polarization component of ~E is E · îcross.

We can write equation (2.1):

Imax = I(θ′) = ε · 1
2
[
T +Q cos(4θ′)

]
. (9.3)

For a fully polarized source, along îref , and for an ideal polarimeter Imax should equal to T
because all the radiation is transmitted by the polarizer. We can rewrite equation (9.3) in
terms of the polarization efficiency εP = Q/T :

Imax = I(θ′) = ε · T2
[
1 + εP cos(4θ′)

]
. (9.4)

Assuming both the incoming radiation and the polarizer transmission axis along îref , θ
′

is the HWP angle when occurs the maximum of intensity, Imax. Instead:

Imin = I(θ′′) = ε · 1
2
[
T +Q cos(4θ′′)

]
, (9.5)
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Figure 10. Polarization modulation curves acquired at the nominal HWP positions
[0°, 15°, 30°, 45°, 60°, 75°, 90°], for four TES detectors at different locations in the focal plane and
given in arbitrary digital units. These are representative cases. Data points are estimated via integra-
tion of the TOD Fourier transform over the band [0.7, 1.3] Hz at each nominal HWP position. Two
models are used to fit the data: a model as in eq. (9.1) (red line) and a model where the response of
the detector is included as a function which deviates from linearity for high input power, as in eq. (9.2)
(blue line).

where θ′′ is the HWP angle when the minimum of the intensity, Imin, occurs. In this case
the HWP rotates the incoming radiation along îcross, so it is reflected by the polarizer. The
following relation holds for θ′ and θ′′ :

θ
′ = θ

′′ + π

4 (9.6)

For a fully polarized source, along îref , and for an ideal polarimeter, Imin should be equal
to zero because all the radiation is reflected by the polarizer. The radiation transmitted by
the polarizer when the HWP angle is θ′′ is along îcross. We can rewrite equation (9.5):

Imin = I(θ′′) = ε · T2
[
1 + εP cos(4θ′′) + χPol cos(4θ′′)

]
, (9.7)

where χPol is the cross-polarization. We use the eq. (9.1) and (9.2) to model the measured
counts as a function of θ, fitting T , Q, and φ for the linear model, adding to the fit also the k
parameter for the non-linear model. The angle θ′′ is found where the minimum of the model,
used to fit the data, occurs. The χPol is obtained from eq. (9.7). We prefer to retrieve θ′′

from the model and not fitting the data because of the low resolution of data in terms of θ.
The efficiency factor ε is provided by the independent laboratory characterization shown in
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Linear TES Response Non-Linear TES Response
TES T · 104 εP χPol PTE T · 104 εP χPol PTE
# [A.D.U.] [%] Pχ2 [A.D.U.] [%] Pχ2

95 3.7± 0.2 0.92± 0.07 4.1+2.9
−1.3 0.12 5.2± 0.4 1.02± 0.12 0.16+0.26

−0.37 0.77

13 34.9± 0.7 0.99± 0.04 0.5+1.2
−0.6 0.60 49.1± 5.0 1.03± 0.15 0.01+0.16

−0.00 0.76

23 22.9± 0.4 1.06± 0.03 0.41+0.23
−0.14 0.14 26.4± 1.0 0.99± 0.05 0.10+0.12

−0.11 0.86

54 25.4± 0.8 0.81± 0.06 8.7+7.8
−1.0 0.02 43.1± 2.6 0.99± 0.08 0.48+0.13

−0.43 0.99

63 55.0± 1.0 0.98± 0.03 0.69+0.08
−0.62 0.35 37.7± 0.6 1.00± 0.03 0.06+0.07

−0.07 0.98

98 48.2± 0.6 0.98± 0.02 0.4+1.5
−0.5 0.19 70.5± 0.4 1.00± 0.01 0.01+0.39

−0.08 0.99

99 37.3± 0.3 1.03± 0.02 0.11+0.42
−0.05 0.86 37.3± 0.3 1.03± 0.02 0.11+0.14

−0.15 0.86

159 12.5± 0.2 0.81± 0.02 0.03+0.29
−0.31 0.41 15.6± 0.4 1.00± 0.04 0.00+0.15

−0.02 0.54

170 67.0± 0.7 0.97± 0.02 1.12+0.93
−0.24 0.20 21.2± 0.4 1.00± 0.03 0.1+1.9

−0.2 0.45

175 26.9± 0.8 1.07± 0.05 0.29+0.30
−0.01 0.74 26.9± 0.8 1.07± 0.05 0.29+0.31

−0.01 0.74

238 27.7± 0.8 1.03± 0.04 0.07+0.02
−0.02 0.28 27.7± 0.9 1.03± 0.05 0.07+0.23

−0.15 0.28

Table 3. Results from TES#95, close to the center of the focal plane, and from other detectors as
representative cases. TESs #95, 54, 63, 98 show non-linear behaviour, as illustrated by the improved
PTE when the non-linear detector response is included in the model.

section 8.1. Although ε is an overall multiplicative factor, and therefore it is not critical for
the final results.

9.2 Results

In this section we report the measured polarization parameters T , Q, εP , together with the
estimate of the cross polarization and the χ2 probability-to-exceed (PTE) estimate between
data and models. The best fit parameters in table 3 show a polarization efficiency close
to 99%.

When a non-linear detector response is included in the model, 38% of TESs show reduced
χ2 values that show reduction in value toward 1, with variations > 10%, and 28% of TES
detectors show output polarization parameters closer to the pure linear polarization state, as
expected for the signal produced by the calibration source, and reduced χPol estimates. The
results obtained from the remaining detectors show no differences in the estimated polarization
parameters within 1σ between the two models, showing practically the same PTE values.

We report in table 3, as an example from the TES detectors selected, the results for
the TES closest to the center of the focal plane (#95). Results of the most representative
cases are also reported in the table. When the non-linear detector response is included, TESs
#95, 54, 63, 98 show improved PTE, εP estimates close to unity, with tighter constraints and
deviations from unity < 1%, and reduced χpol estimates. TES # 13, 23, 159, 170 show an
improved PTE and reduced χpol estimates when the non-linearity is included, while the εP
estimates are similar between the models. TES bolometers #99, 175, 238 show compatible
results within 1σ between the two models over all the estimated polarization parameters.
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Figure 11. Left: cumulative distribution of χPol + 2σ, the dashed gray lines indicate the median
value; right: χPol/σχPol cumulative distribution, the dashed gray lines indicate the χPol + 2σ value;
both cumulative distributions are produced by considering a non-linear TES response in the model.

What is summarized in table 3 shows how the non-linear model helps in recovering the
information from non-linear TESs, also producing no bias on linear detectors. Below we show
the estimates of εP and χPol from the non-linear model only.

The median deviation of εP from unity is < 1.8% when non-linearity is included in
the model. The polarization efficiency for the detectors with the best signal-to-noise ratio
(S/N > 5) is always > 99% (68% C.L.), TES #98 in table 3 is a representative case.
The smallest 95% C.L. upper-limit on χPol over all TESs is 0.05% with a PTE = 0.96.
The cumulative distribution of the χPol estimates provides a median value of 0.12%. The
cumulative distribution of the χPol 2σ upper-limit is reported in figure 11 (Left) together
with the cumulative distribution of the ratio χPol/σχPol (Right). The median value of the
χPol + 2σ cumulative distribution is 0.61%. Given the S/N of these measurements, figure 11
(Right) shows that 77% of detectors have a χPol compatible with zero within 2σ and figure 11
(Left) shows that 71% of detectors have a χPol + 2σ upper-limit < 1%.

There is no evidence of dependence between χPol and the pixel position on the focal
plane. This is consistent with the optical scheme of QUBIC, see [7]. After the QUBIC Stokes
polarimeter, incoming radiation produces an interoferogram on the focal plane after separation
by the horn array and beam combining by the two mirrors. As a result, any incoherent
radiation, such as might be produced by multiple reflections, is effectively filtered out.

10 Conclusions

We have developed a polarimeter for the CMB B-mode QUBIC experiment that operates at
cryogenic temperatures. The polarimeter, composed of a step-by-step rotating meta-material-
HWP, was tested at room temperature, in liquid nitrogen, and within the QUBIC cryostat.
A custom-made position readout system has been developed and tested, allowing the HWP
to be moved and controlled with a precision of 0.15°. In this paper we have shown how the
device will allow us to carry out CMB measurements by limiting the heating of the HWP
to values ≤ 10 mK. The HWP has been rotated at a speed of 7.5°/s to its seven nominal
positions, with no data-loss and no cryogenic issues detected on the 4K stage. We estimate
<5.0 mW (95% C.L.) dissipated on the cryogenic stage during operation, satisfying the low
temperature requirement.
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We also report on 150 GHz polarization measurements that demonstrate our ability to
reconstruct the input Stokes vector of purely polarized input light, with a polarization efficiency
> 99% (68% C.L.). We determined a median value of the χPol cumulative distribution of 0.12%,
and of the χPol+2σ cumulative distribution < 0.61%. Given the S/N of this measurement, 71%
of detectors have a χPol + 2σ upper limit < 1% and 77% of detectors show a χPol compatible
with zero within 2σ, when the non-linearity of the detector induced by the calibration source
is included.

The measured optical model of the QUBIC polarimeter, in the form of Mueller matrices,
is reported here at 150 GHz and will be included in future work to describe the performance
of the QUBIC polarimeter. The QUBIC HWP rotator satisfies all the requirements imposed
by the scanning strategy and thermal budget of the experiment.
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